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Unique Continuation Theorem for CR-hyperfunctions

Shinichi Tajima

\S 0. Introduction

Let $\overline{\partial_{b}}$ be the tangential Cauchy-Riemann system induced on a real analytic

hypersurface of a complex manifold. A hyperfunction solution of the system $\overline{\theta_{b}}$

is cal led a CR-hyperfuncti on.

Ne cons ider the fol lowing unique cont $i$ nuation prob 1 em for CR-hyper–

functions : What geometric conditions on the hypersurface ensure that every

CR-hyperfunction which is zero on an arbitrary open subset has the property

that it is identical ly equal to zero.
I $n$ the section one we show that the class ical Kneser‘ $s$ ed $ge$ theorem $i$ mpl $i$ es

a local unique continuation theorem for CR-hyperfunctions.

In the section two we give a global unique continuation theorem. Note that
our proof, which is based on the study of H. Lewy’ $s$ phenomena and the results

obtained in the first section of this paper, is different to the one given by

Hunt-Pol ki ng-Strauss (4).

In the appendix we examine the problem from the micro]ocal point of view
and we give an improvement to the local unique continuation theorem.

\S 1. Local results

Let $N$ be a real analytic real hypersurface of a md \ddagger mensional complex
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mani fold $\chi$ Let $\overline{\partial_{b}}$ denotes the tangential Cauchy-Riemann system induced on
$N$. Let $U$ be an open subset of $N$. By a CR-hyperfuncti on on $U$ we mean a
hyperfunction $h$ which satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations

$\overline{\delta_{b}}/l=0$ on $U$.

Let $S$ be a real hypersurface of $N$. For $p\in S$, we denote by $H_{p}(\theta$ the

holomorphic tangent space to $S$ at $p$ . It is easy to see that $r-2\leqq$

dim $HtS\leqq r-1$ . A hypersurface $S$ is said to be generic at $p$ if it$cp$

satisfies the condition $din_{C}H_{p}(\theta=\iota-2$ .

We have the fol Iowing theorem.

Theoren 1.

Let $S$ be a $rea/\delta na/ytIcre\ell/hy^{\prime}persurface$ of N. Let $h$ be a $l^{\backslash }R-h.rper-$

tunctIon on a neighborhood $7!\subset^{-}N$ of a point $p\in S$. Suppose that the CR-/uper-

functIon $h$ vanishes on one side of S. If $ue$ tlypersurface S Is $\delta^{\Phi}enerIc$ at
$p$, then $h\equiv 0$ In a neighborhood of $p$ .

Proof. Let $r$ be a real-valued real anal ytic local defining function for
$N$. Since the submanifold $S$ is generic at $p$, there exists a real-valued real
analytic function $s$ wh ich satisf ies fo 1 lowing cond itions:

(i) $S\cap\Omega=$ $\{ z\in\Omega |r(z, \overline{z})=s(z, \overline{z})=0\}$

(ii) $\overline{\partial}r\wedge\overline{\partial}\backslash \backslash \neq 0$ in $\Omega$ ,

for some neighborhood 9 in $\chi$ of $p$ .
We set :

$\Omega_{\underline{+}}=$ $\{$ $ z\in\Omega$ $|;\langle z,$ $\neg Z\gtrless 0$ $\{$

$\omega\pm=$ { $z\in\Omega$ $I|r${ $z$, z) $=0,$ $s(z,$ $\overline{z})><0$ }
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By shrinking $\Omega$ if necessary, we may assume that the CR-hyperfunction

$h$ is the difference of two boundary values ( see Stormark (10)) :

$1:=b(p_{+})-\mathfrak{d}(h_{-})$ on $\backslash _{\llcorner}\cap\cap N$.

where $b(/l_{+}\rangle$ denotes the boundary value of holomorphic function $ h_{+}-\in$

$\wedge\ulcorner(\Omega_{+}-, \mathcal{O}_{x})$ .

Without loss of general ity we may asumme that $1’\equiv 0$ on $\omega_{-}$ . Hence

$b(h_{+})=b(fi_{-})$ holds on $\omega_{-}$ .

We set:

$\mathfrak{p}\langle z)=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}1_{l+}(z) & z\in\Omega_{+}\\h_{-}(z) & z\in \Omega_{-}.\end{array}\right.$

Then the function $\theta$ has a holomorphic continuation to $\Omega-c_{A)}-$ .
Since the submani fold $S$ is generic, we can apply the classical Kneser ‘

$s$

edge theorem (8) ( see (1), (2)) to conclude that the function 1 can be conti-

nued analytica 1 ly to a neighborhood of $p$ . Hence we have

$h=b(h_{+})-b(h_{-})=b(\phi)-b(\phi)\equiv 0$ .

Q. E. D.

Corollary 2 (see (13)).

Let $h$ be a non-zero $\mathcal{L}^{Y}R-/Jyperfl/nctIo;l$ defined in an open subset $U$ of $N$.
Assume that the support of $h$ , we denote It by $V$, Is a $rea/ana/ytIc$ hypersur-

face In U. Then $V$ is ? $l^{\wedge}o\pi p/e.Y$ $M^{-1}$ dimensIonal $comp/ex\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\delta;Ifo/d$.
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Proot. Theorem 1 implies that the submanifold $V$ is not generic at any

point of $V$. Hence the fol lowing lemma concludes the resuIt.

Lemma (see Theorem 17.1 of Fuks (2)).

Let $V$ be a $re\delta/hypersnrf\delta ce$ In N. Assume that $dim_{C}H_{p}(V)=m-l$ $ho/ds$

at every poInt $p$ of V. Then the $snbmanIfo/d$ $V$ Is a complex hypersurtace In

X. Q. E. D.

We also have the following result.

Corol lary 3.

Let fi be a CR-/uperfu;:ct Ion on an open subset $U$ of N. Assume that the

snpport of 1’ Is a $rea/ana/ytIc$ subset of dimension $/ess$ than $\underline{?}x-2$ . Then

$\nu e$ have $ h\equiv\theta$.

Note that Corol lary 2 and Corol lary 3 fol low from the classical result of

Hartogs concerning removable singularities of holomorphic functions.

\S 2. global result.

Let $N$ be a connected real analytic hypersurface in a m-dimensional com-

plex manifoId $\chi$ such that $X-N$ has two connected components $\chi_{+}$ and $X_{-}$ .

The aim of this section is to prove the next theorem.

$lheor\infty 4$ .
Assure $ustt$he nanifold $N$ does not contain a complex hypersurface. Then

every $CR-\Lambda vperfunctIon$ $h$ on $N$ which vanishes on an arbitrary open subset

of $N$ vanishes identIcall.$r$.
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$Re\bullet ark$ . Hunt-Po 1 ki ng-Strauss (4) obtai ned an analogous result for CR-

distributions. Let us emphasize that our proof, based on the study of H. Lewy’ $s$

phenomena (12), is qui te $d$ ifferent from the one given in (4).

Let $L_{p}(N)$ be the Levi form of $N$ at a po $i$ nt $p\in N$.

Lemma.

Let $U$ be $\partial J$’ open connected snbset of N. Assume tha $t$ the Levf form

$L_{p}(N)$ has eigen $va/ues$ of opposIte sign at every poInt $p\in U$. Then every CR-

hyperfunction on $U$ yhIch vantshes on an open $SlJbset$ of $U$ vanishes IdentI-

$ca//y$.

Proof. Let 11 be a CR-hyperfunction on $U$. Since the Levi form has at

least one positive eigenvalue and one negative eigenvalue. the CR-hyperfunction

1’ is a real analytic function whi ch satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann

equations on $U$. Hence the Cauchy-Kowalewskaja theorem implies that the CR-

function $h$ is equal to a restricti on to $U$ of a holomorphic function (see

Theorem 1.2.2 of (11)). Therefore every CR-hyperfunction $h$ possesses the

unique continuation property. Q. E. D.

Proposition 5.
Let $U$ be an open connected subset of N. Assume that the Levi form $L_{p}(N)$

is non-degenerate at any poInt of U. Then every CR-hyperfunctIon on $U$ rvhich

vanIshes on an open subset of $U$ $vanIs/,esIdentIca//y$.

Proof. By the Iemma above it suffices to consider the case when the Levi

form is strictly positive (or negative) definite at every point of $U$. In this

case, H. Lewy’ $s$ extension theorem (cf. Theorem 3.1 of (12)) impl ies that every

CR-hyperfunction on $U$ can be uniquely extended to a holomorphic function in

one sided neighborhood of $U$ (see Theorem 5.8 of (9)).
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Hence the principle of unique ana lytic continuat,ion for holomorphic func-

tions yi elds the resul $t$ . Q. E. D.

Proof of Theorem , .

Let $/l$ be a CR-hyperfuncti on on $N$ which vanishes on an open subset

$U’\subseteq N$. Let us denote by supp (h) the support of $h$ . We set :

$\#=$ { $p\in N|$ the I.evi form $L_{p}(\mathcal{M}$ is degenerate at $p$ }

To $pr$ove the theorem it is enou $gh$ to consider the followi ng two cases, for

$N$ can not be a Levi-flat mani fold.

(i) the case when $dim_{R}\#\leqq 2a-3$ .

In this case $N-ff$ is an open connected subset of $N$. Therefore Proposition 5
immediately impl ies that $h\equiv 0$ on $ N-\#$. Ne hence get $dim_{R}supp(h)\leqq 2ffl^{-3}$ .

Corollary 3 yields the result.

$(ii)$ the case when $dIm_{R}\#=2m-2$ .

As we have poi nted out before (Propositi on 6), each connected component of

$ N-\#$ has the $g$ lobal un ique conti nuat ion property. Hence we have the fol 1 owing

direct sum decomposition to the connected components :

$N-\#=$ (
$\cup i\in$

I
$U’’$)

$\cup(\bigcup_{\in jJ^{\backslash }}U_{j})$
.

Here $1l\equiv 0$ on $U_{I}(I\in I)$ and $h\neq 0$ on $U_{j}(j\in J)$ . Since $ U\rightarrow\neq\phi$ , We have

I $\neq\phi$ . If we assume $J\neq\phi$ , then there exists at least one pair of components

$U_{I_{0}}(I_{O}\in I)$ and $U_{j_{0}}(j_{0}\in J)$ and a generi $c$ point $p_{0}$ of $t$ such that

$ p_{O}\in$
$U_{I_{0}}\cap U_{j_{0}}$ .
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Since the hypersurface rv is generic at the point $p_{0}$ , we can apply

Theorem 1 to this situation. Consequently, the CR-hyperfuncti on $h$ vanishes in

a neighborhood of $\rho_{0}$ . Hence $\tau_{fJ^{f}}^{\prime}fJ$ which is a contradiction. Therefore we get

$J=\phi$ and dim supp $(h)\leqq 2m-3$ . Corol lary 3 compl etes the proof.

Q. E. D.

Appendix. microlocal view point.

Let $N$ be a real analytic hypersurface in a complex manifold $\chi$ Let. $\overline{\partial_{b}}$

be the tangential Cauchy-Riemann system induced on $N$. Let $y$ be a real analy-

tic submanifold of $N$. Recal 1 that the foI lowing fact.

Proposition 6 (cf. Theoreme 1.1.1 of [11]).

Tfie subnvanifold $\parallel$ of $N$ is non-characteristIc yith respect to the system
$\overline{p_{b}}$ at a poInt $p\in ff$ it‘ and only it‘ the $subManIfo/d$ $M$ is generIc at $p$ .

Therefore, by usi $ng$ Sato’ $s$ fundamental theorem, we conclude that if a hy-

persurface $S$ in $N$ is generic at a point $p$ , then every CR-hyperfunction $h$

defined in a neighborhood of $p$ satisfies the fol lowing condition :

(S. S. $(h)\cap\sqrt{-]}ffi_{p}=\phi$ .

Here S. S. (/:) denotes the si ngular spectrum of the CR-hyperfunct ion $h$ .
Hence Ho 1 mgren type theorem (Propos ition 3.5.2 of [7)), due to

Kashiwara-Kawai, and the argument above imply Theorem 1.
We also have the following result which is an improvement of of Theorem 1.
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Theore$\bullet$ 7 (cf. Theorem 3.5.1 of [7)).

Let $N$ be a $re\partial la;ld/y^{l}tIcrea/fu^{r}persnr$face In a $comp/ex^{\prime}nanIfoJd$ X. Let

$S$ be a hypersurface In N. Let $/l$ be a $CR-/ly^{\prime}perfnnctIondetIned$ on a $neig/l^{-}$

borhood of a poInt $p\leftarrow S$ $I;r$ N. It‘ the hypersurface $S$ is generIc at $p$ , then

$ue$ restrIct Ion $h/s$ is a well defined hyperfunct Ion. $Furt/lermore$ If $ll/s^{=0}$

fiolds near $p$, then $1.|\equiv 0$ In a neighborhood of $p$ .
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